
ITEM # PRODUCT DESCRIPTION UPC UOM

RTL10266TWHL Nitro 3-Wheel Rollator, Red 822383006314 1/ea

SPECIFICATIONS
Frame Aluminum

Width Between Arms 12"

Width / Depth 22" (W) x 29" (D)

Handle Height Min/Max 32.50" (min) | 37.50" (max) 

Wheel size 9"

Product Weight 12.70 lbs.

Color Red

Carton Dimensions 32" (L) x 11" (W) x 34" (H)

Carton Shipping Weight  17 lbs.

Weight Capacity 300 lbs.

Warranty
Limited Lifetime, Brake and Handle 
Housing 5 Years

The Nitro 3-Wheel Rollator is the newest addition to our  

premium line of Nitro rollators. Featuring a hidden inner 

brake cable, the functional and modern Nitro 3 is designed 

with safety in mind while indoors or outdoors. The Nitro 3 

easily navigates narrow spaces and folds flat while in the 

standing position so it can roll, park and store anywhere. 

Also included is a large, removable pouch to keep personal 

items close. The Nitro 3 comes pre-assembled, so you can 

unbox, unfold and get your customers going!

*Antimicrobial properties are built in to protect the products. These products  
do not protect users or others against bacteria, viruses, germs or other  
disease organisms.

MOBILITY

3-WHEEL ROLLATOR
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Push down on the handbrake to engage parking  
brake feature
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Ergonomic handgrips manufactured with Drive  
PreserveTech™, an antimicrobial* agent that helps  
to minimize the growth of bacteria, mold and mildew  
on treated surfaces
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Dual front fork design enhances turning radius  
while providing added safety
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Large 9" front wheel allows for optimal steering  
and maneuverability over most types of terrain
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Adjust the handle height with the push of a button
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Lightweight aluminum frame with built-in brake cable 
for extra safety and protection
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Large, removable storage pouch is perfect for  
transporting items to and from
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22" width is ideal for tight to navigate spaces such  
as doorways, hallways and compact living quarters
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Park and  
store the rollator  

anywhere with easy  
side-to-side fold  


